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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper makes it clear that libraries/ librarians can only achieve their goals and objectives when they have a strategic plan for the 

future and support for better decision making. Strategic planning therefore provides an overall direction for the library’s future. It is 

absolutely essential for a library to posses the resources that will enable it to meet its goals and objectives and one of these resources is 

a futurist librarian. For librarians seeking to demonstrate the value of their libraries to their clients, it is important to understand not 

only the current climate, but also the future so that we can begin to take appropriate action now. This paper looks at the benefit of 

strategic planning and support for better decision making through the help of a futurist librarian, it will find out how thoughtful 

librarians are about the future, how librarians can position their library for greater impact and value, knowing how to find out, plan, 

evaluate, and attend to possible future situations, by adopting the cognitive tools and approach used by practitioners of strategic 

planning in arriving at their decisions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Libraries before the 18th century, especially the public libraries 

centralized in the cities were parochial in nature and libraries 

frequently chained their books to desks (Kelly, 1966). It was only 

the elites of the society that could access the books because they 

were the only ones who could pay for the subscriptions. As time 

went on, at the start of the 18th century, libraries were becoming 

increasingly public and were now lending more books frequently.  

The 18th century saw the switch from closed parochial libraries 

to lending libraries. This period was also important to the 

development of the circulating library because some important 

innovations were introduced.  These innovations included 

extensive advertising and establishing franchises.  Encouraging 

the development of franchises meant that the circulating library 

moved into smaller communities that may not have otherwise 

had the service available.  

 

Changes in scholarship and learning during the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries greatly affected libraries. The 

emphasis on publishing results of research during this period led 

to a proliferation of journals and scholarly monographs and the 

need for primary source materials (Shiflett 1981). Academic 

libraries developed a formal structure and became more integral 

to the mission of the university, serving students and faculty in 

supporting more diversified curricula and research. These trends 

continued to blossom when increases in funding allowed libraries 

to acquire larger collections and become important resources in 

research and teaching. Changes in technology especially in the 

twentieth century caused major changes in availability and use of 

electronic resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today, libraries internationally offer Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) services, giving "access to 

information and knowledge" the "highest priority (Hoffman et 

al., 2012) While different countries and areas of the world have 

their own requirements, general services offered include free 

connection to the Internet and training in the usage of the 

Internet. Setting our minds back to the parochial librarian in the 

past centuries, to those early days of computers and automation 

awakening after the Internet revolution and stepping into our 

globally networked world of today, one would find that much has 

changed. Online catalogs, digital indexes and journals, e-books, 

metadata, demand-driven acquisitions, mobile devices, mobile 

apps, cloud computing, learning commons, web and so forth has 

come to stay.  

 

The last several decades have witnessed immense technical, 

social, and philosophical advancement in librarianship. These 

innovations in line with internet revolution would not have been 

possible without the librarian who is futuristic in thinking. This 

futurist librarian in order to project and position the library in the 

global setting of years to come and in achievement of future 

goals must put in place strategic plans that will inform their 

decisions to meet the future goals and global trends. Therefore, it 

is important to understand better who the “futurists” are. The 

term "futurist" most usually refers to authors, consultants, 

organizational leaders and others who are involved in 

interdisciplinary and systems thinking in order to advise private 

and public organizations on such matters as diverse global trends, 

possible scenarios, emerging market opportunities and risk 

management.  
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The Futurists 
According to the Association of Professional Futurist (2014), a 

professional futurist is a person who studies the future in order to 

help people understand, anticipate, prepare for and gain 

advantage from coming changes. Futurists are scientists and 

social scientists who attempt to systematically explore 

predictions and possibilities about the future and how they can 

emerge from the present, whether that of human society in 

particular or of life on Earth in general. As a futurist or futuring, 

one could be seen as the one who uses historical knowledge and 

methods to solve problems in the present and predict the future or 

give a forecast of an outcome. It addresses the question “what 

happened and why it happened?” in order to help answer the 

question of “how things might be in the future and what are the 

potential implications?” The foundation of a good futures project 

is the solid understanding of the present conditions and historical 

influences.  A futurist describes a situation using a deliberate and 

structured method.   

 

The goal of a futurist is not to predict what will happen in the 

future, but uses foresight to describe what could happen in the 

future and, in some cases, what should happen in the future. He 

or she does not usually set out to describe “The Future.”  The 

futurist is generally called upon to help make a decision, solve a 

particular problem, adapt to a coming change, or identify paths 

toward innovation. In projecting for the future, vision of that 

future usually comes to play. 

  

The Futurist and Visioning 
Discovering what could happen in the future can be one of the 

most exciting parts of a futures study.  Futurists use a wide range 

of techniques to imagine what could be possible. One way to find 

out about future possibilities is to ask people.  Futurists use a 

number of techniques to ask people about their ideas and dreams 

of the future.  The methods range from structured surveys of 

experts, to workshops, to informal interviews. Visioning is used 

to discover new opportunities, open and expand the range of 

possibilities, survey full range potential futures and explores the 

future, but it also leads to a goal. From the discoveries about the 

future, the final step is to select from all the possibilities what is 

the most plausible and what is most desirable.  The purpose of 

many visioning exercises can be to get a detailed description of 

what the most appealing future would look like.  From the vision, 

we can begin to understand how to move toward that future. 

 

The frameworks of a futures study according to the Association 

of Professional futurists (2014) are stated as follows:  

• Data-driven evidence like trend analysis and historical 

analysis 

• Descriptions of driving forces like a systems model 

• Mapping of influence networks, leaders or followers 

• Perspectives and visions of leaders and decision 

makers in the field 

• Current accepted expectations of the future of the field 

Having understood who the futurists are, and how visioning can 

aid in reaching the future goals, librarians of the future must 

position themselves to strategically plan for the future.  

 

 

Futurist Librarian   

Having envision what library and librarians have become in our 

present day from some decades ago, a look into the academic 

library of twenty or thirty years from now brings about the 

following questions: what might be encountered? What will a 

collection be and how is it used? How is scholarship defined? 

What types of activities are occurring in library buildings? In 

what ways will higher education libraries evolve, and how will 

academic librarians and libraries aligned with these changes? 

 
Librarians as professionals trained in the acquisition, 

organization, retrieval, and dissemination of information to the 

end users are innovative, resourceful and creative thinkers. They 

think about where the library is coming from (past), where the 

library is (present) and where the library will be (future).  

Futurist librarians must examine events in a large and complex 

context. The world is turning into a global village, and 

everything is changing, so the futurist librarian must change 

along with it, the futurist librarian must put on his ‘’thinking 

cap’’ this is why Peterson (2014) forewarns that, "We are living 

in a period of time that will produce more change for humanity 

than any previous era in history." Peterson and many others 

believe that wholesale change is and will continue to take place 

in every segment of the world and that the pace of that change 

will continue at an unprecedented rate, gaining momentum with 

time, for this reason the futurist librarian must put on his 

’’thinking cap’’ think of where the library was, where it is now 

and where it will be in the future, how to get there is another big 

issue, the resources to use in achieving those goals and objectives 

should also be thought about, the librarian must find out about: 

information use, information needs, information flow, attitudes 

and perceptions about information, information cost and value, 

issues, challenges and  opportunities. 

 

Planning for the future is significant. The next several decades 

will demand leadership that is fluent in change literacy and 

strategic foresight. As guiding libraries are becoming 

increasingly challenging undertaking, embracing the future rather 

than fearing it enables the futurist librarian to have a better 

chance at success no matter what disorienting or dazzling change 

awaits the librarian (Matthews, 2014). Thinking about the future 

has become an increasingly important skill. According to Cornish 

(2004), strategic planning, scenario planning, and long-range 

planning are all key pieces of organizational management. One 

variation is strategic foresight, or the ability to anticipate what 

will be needed. Cornish categorically stated that “Foresight 

enables us to anticipate many of the risks and opportunities that 

could confront us, giving us time to decide what to do before we 

crash into them” (Cornish, 2004). In other words building 

fluency in future thinking enables us to develop meaningful and 

achievable long-term goals, along with the strategies for attaining 

them. It is vital for library leaders to be conscious of their 

mindset as they gaze beyond the horizon. 
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Strategic Planning 
Strategy has many definitions, but generally involves setting 

goals, determining actions to achieve the goals, and mobilizing 

resources to execute the actions. A strategy describes how the 

ends (goals) will be achieved by the means (resources). Strategic 

planning is an organization's process of defining its strategy, or 

direction, and making decisions on allocating its resources to 

pursue this strategy (Mintzberg et al, 1996). It may also extend to 

control mechanisms for guiding the implementation of the 

strategy. 

 

Strategy is the pattern or plans that integrate an organization’s 

major goals, policies, and action sequence into a cohesive whole. 

Strategic planning, according to Albanese  (1978) as sited by 

Ejiogu (2011), is that which affects the organization’s direction 

and priorities; it is the organization’s attempt to match its 

resources and capability to specific opportunities, risk and threats 

in its environment. Before a futurist librarian can formulate 

strategy, he must first scan the environment according to Stoffels 

(1994), the purpose of scanning the environment is to learn, to 

increase responsiveness and to enhance the adaptability of 

decision making system. A well formulated strategy helps to 

marshal (organize, collect, position) and allocates an 

organization’s resources into a unique and viable posture, based 

on its relative internal competencies and short-comings, 

anticipated changes in the environment, and contingent (reliant) 

moves by intelligent opponents (Mintzderg and Quinn, 1990). 

 

The essential purpose of strategy is to anticipate (foresee) and 

check-mate the thrust (driving force), threats (fear, intimidation, 

difficulty), and activities of opponent or rivals. This is ability to 

know the SWOT of the opponent. Strategic Planning provides an 

overall direction for the organization’s future. Momah (1999) 

sees it as the art and science of applying resources for the optimal 

attainment of stated policy objectives; the analytical process of 

differentiating what could be done from what should be done; 

than making up the difference.   It is a delicate balance of 

decision-making and risk-taking, and of maintaining current 

purpose and successes in an as yet unknown future. For librarian 

to think futuristic, they must plan strategically. 

 

Futurist Librarians as Strategic Planner  
The purpose of strategic planning and better decision making in 

the library is to be able to meet the needs of its community in the 

nearest future, this is because the world is turning to a global 

village and also there is information explosion, therefore the need 

for a futurist librarian who is able to think well and fast and will 

be able to flow along with the chain of change and development. 

The primary role of a futurist librarian is to make sure strategic 

plans are in place and that better decisions are made for the 

future.  A strategic plan in this context is a statement of how 

librarians will use its limited resources to accomplish its mission, 

viewed as a sustainability document. The Libraries are 

committed to practices that are environmentally sustainable and 

that utilize their limited financial, physical and personnel 

resources in scalable and sustainable ways to achieve their goals. 

Essential to the Libraries’ success is the development of a culture 

characterized by both continuous learning on the part of its staff 

and data-driven decision-making. As strategic planners, 

librarians are to engaged in building their own competency and 

resources for gathering data to assess the libraries’ effectiveness 

in attaining their goals. 

 

As the future is uncertain, the only thing relatively clear is that 

much of what we will experience in the future will be different 

from the past. We must understand it is not information or even 

technology that will produce this exceptional change, but the 

impact of technology on all aspects of human life; not computers 

or even bits and bytes, but the ability to apply and integrate rapid 

technological change. The focus must not be on the World Wide 

Web, but instead on how the Web influences values, beliefs, 

social and economic structures, politics, our view of the world 

and the way we think and behave. This is where the futurist 

librarian after a strategic plan takes pertinent decisions on how 

they can fit in into this future. 

According to Thomas-Frey, The role of a library within a 

community is changing.  The way people interact with the library 

and the services it offers is also changing.  For this reason, series 

of recommendations has been put together for the future librarian 

to arrive at his own best solutions. 

 

Evaluate the Library Experience. Begin the process of testing 

patron’s opinions, ideas, thoughts, and figure out how to get at 

the heart of the things that matter most in your community.  

Survey both the community at large and the people who walk 

through the library doors. 

 

Embrace New Information Technologies. New technology 

products are being introduced on a daily basis and the vast 

majority of people are totally lost when it comes to deciding on 

what to use and what to stay away from.  Since no organization 

has stepped up to take the lead in helping the general public 

understand the new technology, it becomes a perfect opportunity 

for libraries.  Libraries need to become a resource for as well as 

the experts in each of the new technologies. 

a) Create a technology advisory board and stay in close 

communication with them. 

b) Recruit technology know-how members of the 

community to hold monthly discussion panels where 

the community at large is invited to join in the 

discussions. 

c) Develop a guest lecture series on the new technologies. 

Preserve the Memories of Your Own Communities. While 

most libraries have become the document archive of their 

community, the memories of a community span much more than 

just documents.  Memories come in many shapes and forms.  

Don’t let yours disappear. 

 

Experiment with Creative Spaces so the Future Role of the 
Library Can Define Itself. Since the role of the library 20 years 

from now is still a mystery, we recommend that libraries put 

together creative spaces so staff members, library users, and the 

community at large can experiment and determine what ideas are 

drawing attention and getting traction. 
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 Fenner &  Fenner (2004) affirms that Futurist Librarians need to 

adopt “future pull” thinking rather than “future push” in order to 

forecast the future in a practical way, and prepare themselves and 

their libraries for it. They need to adopt some of the techniques 

used (i) in identify problems, (ii) focus thinking, and (iii) plan 

future directions. For example, some of the things that could 

stimulate “future pull” thinking could include “users and 

services, personnel and management, and resources”. 

Users and Services: the need to digitizing library collections and 

information will increase, mostly to serve remote client. Also, 

there will be many clients who will never make use of the 

physical library. Clients who are not distant will use digitized 

materials because of their convenience. At the same time, it is 

highly unlikely those libraries will become entirely virtual, or 

that physical libraries will no longer be needed. Note that making 

the changes necessary to implement multiple types of services for 

multiple types of users will not be easy. These changes will 

require long-term planning and preparation, so the futurist 

librarian must be aware of all these.  

Librarians has always been great collector of devices, they will 

need to give more and more attention to clients by collecting 

knowledge on an individual basis. There will be more pre-

packaging of information in the future. Some packaging can be 

virtual, such as the subject portals that group Web resources, 

databases or other digital resources together in clusters by subject 

area or user preference. Packaging can also be physical, such as 

grouping common or class readings together, or combining 

relevant informational and resource materials on specific topics. 

Emphasis will be more on analyzing information rather than on 

simply providing access to information. To a much greater extent 

than is now the case, reference librarians in public and academic 

libraries will perform information analysis and problem-solving 

for clients.  

 Some cultural groups who focus on oral or visual learning will 

need information on video and digital format.  Users who have 

learning challenges and disabilities will also need special 

assistance. More information and instruction will be given in 

digital/video format, replacing many books. "How to" 

instruction, for example, is particularly amenable to digital 

applications. The futurist library also knows that there are some 

users who have unique backgrounds, personalities, needs, and 

learning styles and the resources available in the library 

collections must capture this fact. 

 Personnel and Management 

Non-librarians are hired for specialized needs, in information 

technology, accounting, website maintenance, or outreach. 

Degrees holders who are not qualified librarians are been hired 

for their technical or subject expertise, and will learn the library 

skills they need on the job. Libraries, especially multi-function 

libraries, are not homogeneous organizations. In the future they 

will recruit employees as businesses do, employing a broad cross 

section of functional specialists.  

 

 

The futurist librarian must think of getting qualified personnel so 

that outsourcing of library functions will be reduced, if not, the 

results will always be disappointing. It is important not to be 

caught in trend in this area. It is difficult, time-consuming and 

expensive to re-establish outsourced functions in an institution, 

and few organizations that outsource begin by doing 

organizational recovery planning. 

Futurist John L. Peterson forewarns that, "We are living in a 

period of time that will produce more change for humanity than 

any previous era in history." Peterson and many others believe 

that wholesale change is and will continue to take place in every 

segment of the world and that the pace of that change will 

continue at an unprecedented rate, gaining momentum with time. 

If this futurist is correct, the coming decades will have staggering 

implications for the environment and present both hazard and 

opportunity for the strategic leader. If futurist librarians want to 

take advantage of this fast paced, changing world and avoid the 

drawback associated with it, then they must understand at least 

three things which are : 

1. Economic Environment: The economy of any nation 

has a major role to play in the growth and development 

of that nation which will also affect the library.  

2. Social Environment: The beliefs, values, attitudes, 

systems and norms of their clients in that environment 

matters a lot.    

3. Legal Environment / Political Environment: Legal 

and political issues of the nation affect the thoughts of 

the futurist librarian, this is because the government 

may make a law or policies that will not suit or will 

affect the plans the librarian has for the future.     

4. Technological Environment: this has to do with the 

trends in new technologies and the impact it will have 

on its clients.   

In a nutshell, futurist librarian must; have a broad understanding 

of what this new environment is all about, understand the major 

forces that are driving this massive change, understand how they 

can think and see the world differently than they have seen it 

before. A futurist librarian cannot do without having the 

following components in mind if only he what’s to succeed, this 

includes: Scope, Resources Deployment, Competitive 

Advantage, and Synergy. 

i. Scope:  the futurist defines its focus  

ii. Resources Deployment: this has to do with all the 

resources that can be deployed to carry out all his 

plans this includes both the human and non-

resources, where to allocate them in order for it to 

yield a good result. 

iii. Competitive Advantage: he should think of the 

advantage the library will have on its users 

iv. Synergy:  He should know that when other workers in 

the library are involved in the planning, the result 

will be faster. 

With a strategic plan in place, day-to-day decision making and 

problem solving will be directly related to long-range and short-

term goals. Planning reduces stress by making decisions easier. 

When choices are made within the context of a strategic 

framework, the librarian’s direction is clearly defined.  
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If there is no strategic framework, the future of the library as an 

organization is in the hands of whoever is making choices. 

Therefore, strategic decision making and problem solving assure 

that the library’s vision will be achieved. 

 

Decision-Making 

 

 Choice made from alternative courses of action in order to deal 

with a problem is known as decision. Gatewood et al (1995) sees 

decision making as the process of choosing among alternative 

courses of action to resolve a problem. Decision making is the 

process by which managers’ responds to the opportunities and 

threats that confront them by analyzing the options and making 

determinations or decision, about specific organizational goals 

and courses of action (Gazette et al, 2000). It can also be said that 

decision making is the art and science of thinking within one’s 

own mind upon an opinion or a course of action. 

The selection of appropriate goals and course of action that 

increases organizational performance results from making good 

decision, while low organizational performance results from 

making bad decision. 

 

Steps in Decision Making  

 

1. Consider ensembles of large numbers of scenario: 
Such ensemble should contain a set of plausible futures 

that is as diverse as possible in order to provide a 

challenge set against which to test alternative near-term 

policies. 

 

2. Seek robust, rather than optimal, strategies that do 

well enough across a broad range of plausible 
futures. Robustness provides a useful criterion for 

long-term policy analysis because it reflects both the 

normative (ideal) choice and the criterion that many 

decision makers actually use in complex, uncertain 

conditions. 

3. Employ adaptive strategies to achieve robustness: 
Adaptive strategies evolve over time in response to 

new information. Near-term adaptive strategies seek to 

influence the long-term future by shaping the options 

available to future decision makers. That is, the near-

term strategies are explicitly designed with the 

expectation that they will be revisited in the future. 

4. Use computer tools designed for interactively 
exploring multiple plausible futures: Humans cannot 

track all the relevant details of the long term, but 

working interactively with computers, they can 

discover and test hypotheses that prove to be true over 

a vast range of possibilities. Thus, computer-guided 

exploration of scenario and decision spaces can help 

humans, working individually or in groups, discover 

adaptive near term strategies that are robust over large 

ensembles of plausible futures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robust decision making often requires significant investment in 

the development of suitable simulation models, as well as 

significant computer time and memory. Thus it is not always the 

best approach for every application. It is most appropriate for 

supporting decisions in situations characterized by deep 

uncertainty, and where experience and intuition are insufficient 

guides through the complexity of alternative policy decisions and 

impacts. Finally, the method is appealing in the sense that if 

offers to provide decisions that perform well across a very wide 

range of plausible futures. RDM also seeks to characterize 

uncertainties not by often difficult-to determine probabilities but 

rather by their effect on the central question: 

 

What factors are most important in choosing between Strategy B 

and Strategy A? While no method can guarantee a strategy 

immune to all future surprises, robust decision making does 

provide an approach that encourages analysts and decision 

makers to think systematically about such surprises and ways in 

which they might turn them to best advantage. 

How you apply the knowledge you gain from your futures work 

depends on why you were exploring in the first place.  Some of 

the possibilities:  

• to prepare for change 

• to make better decisions today 

• to be ready for whatever does happen 

• to avoid surprises 

• to assess the long term implications of choices 

• to imagine new opportunities and innovations 

CONCLUSION 
 

Perhaps the most important planning activity is to be able to plot 

a course to get from the present to the future you desire. If you 

come to a preferred vision of the future you can work back to the 

present by “back casting” to identify steps that must take place to 

get there.  Once you have an idea of what needs to happen, you 

can begin to plan how to make each step along the way to take 

you in the right direction. 

 

All of the methods, techniques, and processes of a professional 

futurist are intended to improve our understanding of what needs 

to be done today.  Many times a final product of a futures project 

is not important.  The key outcome is that during the process of 

exploring the future, participants are deeply engaged and become 

aware of how to see the future for themselves. Librarians are 

therefore poised to be futuristic in their thinking for a better 

decision making in order to meet up with the technological 

explosion.  The objective is frequently not to come up with a 

single answer, but to change the way they think about what could 

happen and how to choose what should happen strategically. 
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